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qualities must be added a rare strength of will and a self-
reliance that never faltered.
His system of government was doubtless despotic and
paternal, at times even tyrannical; but for a young
Paternal country that has to fight for its existence, a
despotism, paternal despotism is no bad thing, at any
rate when the despot identifies himself with its welfare
so completely as Frederick did. It may be questioned
whether under any other form of government Prussia
could have weathered the storms of the Seven Years'
War.
Nor should it be forgotten that under the shadow of
this despotism an unparalleled freedom of speech was
Freedom of permitted. The liberty of the press which
speech. Frederick granted at the commencement of his
reign was no mere empty form. Satires on the king were
published in Berlin which would not have been endured
in any other capital in Europe. * My people and I,J he
said/have come to an agreement which satisfies us both.
They are to say what they please, and I am to do what I
please.5 The understanding was well observed on both
sides. Conscious of strength and conscious of possessing
the love and esteem of the mass of his subjects, Frederick
looked down with serene indifference on all that his
enemies might say of him. One day as he rode through
Berlin, he saw a crowd of people staring up at something
on the wall, and on sending his groom to inquire what it
was, found it to be a caricature of himself. The placard
was put so high that it was difficult to read it, so Frederick
ordered it to be placed lower, in order that the people
might not have to stretch out their necks. The words
were hardly spoken, when with a joyous shout the placard
was pulled down and torn into a thousand pieces, while a
hearty cheer followed the king as he rode away.
Frederick was  a great administrator, but he  was

